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Soliman et al.’s system specifies a simple way to implement
the IDA algorithm without taking into account the significant
increase in the computations overhead when dealing with large
digital contents. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a
computationally enhanced information dispersal and
reconstruction algorithm. We achieve significant reduction in
the computational complexity without affecting the E-DRM
system security, and with comparable storage requirements.

Abstract—Most of private enterprises and governmental
institutions are in an increasing need for enterprise-oriented
digital rights management (E-DRM) schemes. E-DRM schemes
provide protection to digital contents that contain corporates’
sensitive information and prevent unauthorized access to these
data. Previous work proposed a storage reliable and efficient EDRM systems based on the information dispersal algorithm. In
this paper, we propose a computationally enhanced information
dispersal and reconstruction algorithms. We achieve significant
reduction in the computational complexity without affecting the EDRM system security and with comparable storage requirements.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: A
review of Soliman et al.’s scheme in Sect. II. In Sect. III, the
limitations of the previous system are mentioned, and we
propose our enhancements. We discuss our concept in Sect. IV.
Finally, the paper is concluded in Sect. V.

Keywords—digital rights management; information dispersal
algorithm; secure storage; information security.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the continuous development of computer technologies,
most of private enterprises and governmental institutions replace
traditional printed documents with digital files to provide
efficiency and flexibility to their business. Digital rights
management (DRM) schemes used in various commercial
applications to provide content protection, content distribution,
and access authorization [1]. Enterprise digital rights
management (E-DRM) schemes provide information protection
from insider malicious behaviors in addition to managing access
rights for sensitive data [2]. Various E-DRM schemes have been
proposed in the recent years [3]–[6].

II. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS E-DRM SYSTEM
In this section, the E-DRM system in [6] is briefly described.
The system consists of four entities: the author uo of the digital
content, the user ui who needs to download and consume a
digital content, the authority server AS which acts as the
interface between the system and all users, and the n storage
servers SS that store the shares of a dispersed content. Fig. 1
shows the system components.

Soliman et al. [6] proposed a system for an efficient and
secure E-DRM. In their system, the author of a digital content
encrypts this content and uploads it to a specific server (authority
server) which will use the information dispersal algorithm (IDA)
[7] to generate n shares of the encrypted content. The authority
server then computes the hash of each share and stores it for
checking the integrity of the shares when reconstructing the
content in the future. The authority server then sends each share
to the corresponding storage server. When reconstructing the
content, only t +1 shares are needed to reconstruct the digital
content.

Fig. 1. Previous E-DRM system components (taken from [6])
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This E-DRM system has two main protocols: the upload, and
the download protocols, and it uses cryptographic tools such as
blind decryption [8], and threshold cryptography [9]–[12]. A list
of the used notations in [6] is shown in Table I. In the next
subsections, we review these protocols and then focus on the
dispersal and the reconstruction algorithms.

-

TABLE I. LIST OF NOTATIONS USED IN [6]
Description
ui The ith user
uo Author
AS Authority Server
SSi The ith Storage server
CID Digital content identity
R The digital rights associated with DRM content
U_req /
D_req Upload / download requests sent by users

Notation

-

-

SigX(.) Digital signature generated by entity X
EK(.) / DK(.) Symmetric-key encryption/decryption algorithm using
key K
Sek / Sdk The storage servers' public encryption/private decryption
key
Sdki The ith Storage server's key-share of Sdk
Esek (.) Public-key encryption algorithm using Sek
ܲܦௌೖ (.) Partial (threshold) decryption algorithm using Sdki
(di, πi) A partial decryption and the associated non-interactive
zero-knowledge proof (NIZKP) generated by the ith
storage sever
H(.) Strong one-way hash function
IDA(.) Information dispersal algorithm
IDA-rec(.) Reconstruction algorithm of a file that is dispersed using
IDA(.)

A. Upload Protocol
An author uo who has a digital file F that he wants to upload
to the system should do the following:
-

Choose a random symmetric-key K and use it to
encrypt F as:  ܥൌ  ܧ ሺܨሻ.
Asymmetrically encrypt K using Sek as: ܭ ൌ ܧௌ ሺܭሻ.
Construct, and send the message:
M1=<uo, U_req, ܥ, Ke, R> and Siguo(M1) to the AS.

The user ui verifies the AS signature. If valid, compute:
K = (r.K).r-1 and then: F = DK()ܥ.
C. Content Dispersal and Reconstruction Algorithms
In this section, we will review two algorithms: IDA(.) and
IDA-rec(.) that are used in the upload and the download
protocols respectively.

After the AS receives the author’s upload request, it verifies
the author’s signature and validates the request. If valid, then the
AS should do the following:
-

IDA(.); is a deterministic algorithm that takes as an input a
digital file  ܥof size | | ܥand two parameters: t, n, and it outputs
n shares such that any t+1 shares can be used to recover the
original file using the algorithm IDA-rec(.). The disperser (AS)
should do the following:

Run the IDA algorithm on the encrypted content  ܥto
generate n shares as: ሼܥଵ ǡ ܥଶ ǡ ǥ Ǥ ܥ ሽ ൌ ܣܦܫሺܥሻ.
Compute and save: hi = H(ܥ )  1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Construct and send the message: M2i=<ܥ , CID, Ke, R>
and SigAS(M2i) to each storage server i.

-

At the end of the upload protocol, each storage server verifies
the signature of the AS and if valid, it stores <ܥ , CID, Ke, R>.

Segment the file  ܥinto t +1 parts denoted by m0,
m1,……., mt, each of size:
ȁ݉݅ ȁ ൌ 

B. Download Protocol
A user ui who wants to download and consume a selected
digital content CID must do his role in the download protocol.
The protocol proceeds as follows:
-

Randomly choose a blinding factor ݎ, encrypt it
as:  ܤൌ  ܧௌೖ ሺݎሻ.
o Construct and send the message:
M3=<ui , D_req, CID, B> and Sigui (M3) to the AS.
The AS verifies the user’s signature and validates his
request. If valid, then it constructs and sends the
message: M4=<CID, B> and SigAS(M4) to all storage
servers.
Each SSi verifies the AS signature. If valid, blind the
encrypted key (i.e. compute B.Ke) and compute the
distributed partial decryption: (di , πi ) = ܲܦௌೖ (B.Ke),
then construct and send the message:
M5i=<SSi , CID, ܥ , di , πi> and SigSSi (M5) to the AS.
The AS then do the following:
o Verify the signatures on the received messages
from the previous step. If at least t +1 are valid,
then continue.
o Compute H(ܥ ) of each ܥ received from SSi and
compare it with the previously saved hash hi of the
same content CID. If they match, then this share is
valid (not corrupted). If they do not, then discard
this share and set the corresponding SSi as a
malicious adversary.
o From any valid set of t +1 shares V, reconstruct
the encrypted content as:  ܥൌIDA-rec(V).
o Use the NIZKP πi to validate the correctness of
each partial decryption di [9], and from any valid
t +1 partial decryptions reconstruct the blinded
key (r.K).
o Construct and sent the message:
M6=<CID, ܥ, r.K, R> and SigAS(M6) to the
requesting user ui .

-

ȁܥȁ
ݐͳ

Construct the polynomial:
݂ሺݔሻ ൌ σ௧ୀ ݉ Ǥ  ݔ ሺ݉݀ሻ

-

The user ui should do the following:
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ȁȁ ൌ ȁ݉݅ ȁ  ͳ ൌ ቀ

ȁܥȁ

ݐͳ

 ͳቁ bits

Prime generation time (sec)

We note that the size of the chosen prime  must be greater
than ȁ݉ ȁ at least by a single bit to ensure that no information
will be lost during the reconstruction process. Therefore, we can
assume the prime size to be:
(4)

The total storage required (i.e. sum of the sizes of all the n
shares) is:
ȁȁ

ܵூ ൌ ݊ȁܥ ȁ ൌ ݊ȁȁ ൌ ݊ ቀ௧ାଵ  ͳቁ bits

(5)

IDA-rec(.); is a deterministic algorithm that takes as an input
a set of t+1 shares ܸ ൌ ሼݒௗబ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݒௗ ሽ that were dispersed using
the algorithm IDA(.), and another set of the corresponding
players’ (or, servers) identities  ܦൌ ሼ݀ ȁ݀  אሾͳǡ ݊ሿǡ Ͳ  ݅  ݐሽ.
-

Construct the following system of t +1 equations with
t +1 unknowns:
݉
 ڭ
݉

-



ǥ݉ ݀ ڮ
ڰ

ǥ ݉ ݀௧ ڮ

ݒௗబ
݉௧ ݀
 ڭ ൌ    ڭ൩ ሺ݉݀ሻ
௧
ݒௗ
݉௧ ݀௧

Prime size (Bytes)
Fig. 2. Prime generation times for different sizes

௧

B. Limitations of Algorithm IDA-rec(.)
Elimination techniques used in the file reconstruction
process has a relatively large number of divisions and
multiplications. For example, to solve a system of ݈ equations
with ݈ unknowns, the
Gauss’s algorithm requires
ሺ݈ ଷ  ͵݈ ଶ െ ݈ሻȀ͵ and the Gauss-Jordan’s algorithm requires
ሺ݈ ଷ  ʹ݈ ଶ െ ݈ሻȀʹ multiplications and divisions (or inverses)
[18]. As the size of the original file ȁܥȁ increases, the size of each
generated share ȁܥ ȁ also increases. Therefore, even for a fixed
value of ݈ the required time for running the elimination algorithm
will increase as the size of the shares increases.

(6)

Solve the above system by applying an elimination
technique such as the Gauss’s algorithm or the GaussJordan’s algorithm with all operations to be performed
in GF(p).

III. THE PROPOSED ENHANCEMENT
In this section, we provide a detailed description of how to
improve the computation efficiency of the E-DRM system in [6]
without affecting the security of the system. First, we give a
description of some efficiency limitations in the algorithms
IDA(.) and IDA-rec(.), then we describe our proposed solution
to these limitations.

To practically demonstrate this limitation, we implement the
Gauss-Jordan algorithm in GF( )and run different tests for file
reconstruction of different dispersed files but with a fixed value
of t = 5 (therefore, ݈ ൌ  unknowns). Fig. 3 shows that the
running time required for file reconstruction increases as the
share size increases even with a fixed value of t.

A. Limitations of Algorithm IDA(.)
Every time the disperser runs the algorithm IDA(.), he should
choose a new large prime  because, from (4), the prime size
depends mainly on the size of the dispersed file. However, when
dispersing large files we need to choose a very large prime to be
able to correctly reconstruct the dispersed file. For example, with
a 100 MB file, t = 3, and n = 7, the prime size calculated from
(4) will be ȁȁ ൎ25 MB. The problem arises from the large size
of the generated prime, as common algorithms for generating a
ܾ bit prime have an average complexity of ࣩሺܾ ସ ሻ or
ࣩሺܾ ସ Ȁ  ܾሻ[13]–[16].

File reconstruction time (ms)

C. Proposed Solution
To fix the above limitations, we found a way to reduce the
generated shares size. As the size of each share at most equals
that of the prime . Therefore, from (4), we can reduce the prime

To practically demonstrate this limitation, we make use of
the Java BigInteger [17] class to generate prime numbers of
different bit-length. Fig.2 shows the time required for each
generated prime significantly increases as the prime size
increases. We note that, all tests in this paper are performed on
a 4-core Intel-i5 at 2.50 GHz with 4 GB of memory and 64-bit
Linux kernel 3.13.0 using a single thread.
It is now clear that the large generation time of prime in the
algorithm IDA(.) is considered an efficiency limitation specially
because the process of generating the prime is repeated each
time we run this algorithm.

Share Size (Bytes)
Fig. 3. File reconstruction time for different share sizes
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File reconstruction time (ms)

size by decreasing the size of the file parts ȁ݉ ȁ. Our solution to
this problem is to use multiple dispersing polynomials rather
than a single polynomial for dispersing the same file. We call
the new algorithms: Efficient IDA(.) or, E-IDA(.), and E-IDArec(.).
E-IDA(.); is a deterministic algorithm that takes as an input
a digital file  ܥof size ȁܥȁ and three parameters: ݐǡ ݊ǡ and the
number of polynomials  ݎand it outputs (݊ )ݎshares. The
disperser (AS) should do the following:
-

Segment the file  ܥinto ݎሺ ݐ ͳሻ parts denoted by:
݉ଵ ǡ ݉ଵଵ ǡ ǥ Ǥ ǡ ݉ଵ௧ ǡ ݉ଶ ǡ ݉ଶଵ ǡ ǥ Ǥ ǡ ݉ ǡ ǥ ǥ Ǥ ǡ ݉௧
Construct the polynomials:
݂ ሺݔሻ ൌ  σ௧ୀ ݉  ݔ ሺ݉݀ሻ ǡ  ͳ ݇  ݎ
(7)
Compute the (݊ )ݎshares as:
(8)
ܥ ൌ ݂ ሺ݅ሻǡ ͳ ݅  ݊ǡ ͳ  ݇  ݎ
The ith player (or, server) will have its share as a set of
sub-shares: ሼܥଵ ǡ ܥଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܥ ሽ.

Share Size (Bytes)
Fig. 4. Effect of multi-polynomial file dispersing on reconstruction time

requires more reconstruction time than that when dispersing the
same file using multiple polynomials.

The size of each file segment (or part) is:
ȁȁ

ห݉ ห ൌ  ሺ௧ାଵሻ bits

IV. DISCUSSION

(9)

A. Total Storage Requirements of Using Algorithm E-IDA(.)
In this section, we show the effect of using multiple
dispersing polynomials, in the algorithm E-IDA(.), on the total
storage requirement compared with the case of single
polynomial used in the algorithm IDA(.).

This is a significant reduction compared with that of
algorithm IDA(.) in (1). In addition, by increasing the number of
polynomialsݎ, the size of the required prime modulus  is
decreased significantly taking into account that the minimum
prime size is:
ȁȁ ൌ  ଶ ݊  ͳ bits

We firstly calculate the total storage required for using the
algorithm E-IDA(.). From (10), we can generally assume that:

(10)

E-IDA-rec(.); is a deterministic algorithm that takes as an
input a set of t +1 shares ܸ ൌ ൛ݒௗబ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݒௗ ൟ, each share ݒௗ is a
subset of r sub-shares ݒௗ ൌ ሼݒௗǡଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݒௗǡ ሽ that were dispersed
using the algorithm E-IDA(.), and another set of the corresponding servers’ identities  ܦൌ ሼ݀ ȁ݀  אሾͳǡ ݊ሿǡ Ͳ  ݅  ݐሽ.
-

ȁȁ ൌ ܩǤ  ଶ ݊  ͳ (bits)

, where  ܩis an arbitrary positive integer. Recall that the part size
ห݉ ห must be less than the prime size by at least 1 bit. So, we
will have: ห݉ ห ൌ ȁȁ െ ͳ. Substituting from (12):

The following two steps are repeated for 1 ≤ k ≤ r :
o Construct the following system of  ݐ ͳ equations
with  ݐ ͳ unknowns:

ȁȁ
ሺ௧ାଵሻ

(13)

ȁȁ

 ݎൌ  ீሺ௧ାଵሻ ୪୭

(14)

మ

The total storage needed for the algorithm E-IDA(.) is:
ܵாିூ ൌ ݊ σୀଵ ȁܥ ȁ ൌ ݊ݎȁȁ

o

-

ൌ ܩǤ  ଶ ݊

So, the required number of polynomials is now calculated from:


௧
ݒௗబ ǡ
ǥ݉ ݀ ݉ ڮ௧ ݀
ڰ
 ڭ ൌ    ڭ൩ሺ݉݀ሻ (11)

ݒௗ ǡ
ǥ݉ ݀௧ ݉ ڮ௧ ݀௧ ௧

݉
 ڭ
݉

(12)

Solve the above system by applying an
elimination technique as in the algorithm
IDA-rec(.). The result is the  ݐ ͳ segments:
݉ ǡ ݉ଵ ǡ ǥ Ǥ ǡ ݉௧ .
Append
the
resulting
segments
݉ଵ ǡ ݉ଵଵ ǡ ǥ Ǥ ǡ ݉ଵ௧ ǡ ݉ଶ ǡ ݉ଶଵ ǡ ǥ Ǥ ǡ ݉ ǡ ǥ ǥ Ǥ ǡ ݉௧
together to construct the original file ܥ.

(15)

By substituting from (12) and (14) we will get the total storage
in bits:
ܵாିூ ൌ ݊ ቂ

ȁȁ

௧ାଵ



ȁȁ
ீሺ௧ାଵሻ ୪୭మ 

ቃ bits

(16)

Comparing the total storage for the multi-polynomial
algorithm (E-IDA) with that of the single polynomial one (5); we
notice that for a fixed ȁܥȁǡ ݐǡand ݊, the value of  ܩcontrols the
size of the total storage needed for E-IDA. As the value of ܩ
increased, the total storage required for E-IDA will be close to
that for IDA (optimum value). Table II describes this by using a
numeric example in which the file to be dispersed has a size of
100 MB, and we use two values for  = ݐ( ݐ5, 10).

To demonstrate that the file reconstruction time is reduced
by using multiple polynomial dispersing, algorithms E-IDA(.),
and E-IDA-rec(.) are implemented and tested using different
number of polynomials ( ݎൌ1, 4, 8) with a fixed value of  ݐൌ5,
and using different file sizes. The results are shown in Fig. 4. We
notice that dispersing a file using a single polynomial ( ݎൌ ͳ)
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It should be noted that from (14) that the value of  ܩis
inversely proportional to the number of polynomials ݎ. Thus, a
compensation between storage and computational complexities
should be done by choosing the value of  ܩthat provides a
suitable storage size as well as a suitable number of polynomials
for an acceptable computational complexity. This adds
flexibility in the design of efficient E-DRM systems.

off between computational and storage complexities, which adds
more flexibility in the design of efficient E-DRM systems.
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